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Offices in London, Dublin and Dundalk

Multinational clients

Group Turnover: €8 million

50 Full Time Employees

Introducing RED C

RED C Group, with offices in Dublin, Dundalk and
London is one of UK & Ireland’s premier provider of
research-based consultancy services.

Founded in 2003, we have been providing high quality
research based consultancy services to both blue chip
and up and coming businesses across Ireland for over
12 years.

We are a fresh, dynamic organisation whose work is
rooted in sound statistical science, behavioural
observation and listening to the consumer.

At the core of our business is gathering and analysis of
behaviour, to provide clear insights to our customers, in
an ever-changing world and so help them See More,
Clearly.
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Our Vision: To build long term, 
trusted partnerships and empower 
our clients to act with confidence 

CLARITY
Giving clear direction

BRAVERY
Stimulate thinking and 

taking a stand

INTEGRITY
Telling the truth 
without the spin

ACTIVATION
Building partnerships 
to help make change 

happen
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RED C Competitive Advantages

Talent & 
Commitment

Partnership

Very strong, highly 
qualified team 

across both client-
facing and 

operations.

RED C has a known 
track record of 

working with clients 
as partners rather 

than suppliers.

Innovation

… in data 
collection and 

reporting.

Excellence in Data 
Analytics

Providing real 
insight rather than 
‘data’.  Have a team 
member dedicated 

to analytics.

Flexibility

Ability to react 
quickly to ensure 
we meet needs of 

clients.
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What we do

We build integrated 
approaches

We develop products 
to meet bespoke 

needs

Focus on 
activation

Deliver results that 
have traction

Long term client 
partnerships

We will always evaluate your research needs with a fresh perspective and 
recommend what is right.  We are qualitative and quantitative specialists, 
working together to create a 360 perspective

We have created a suite of unique products that were developed to meet 
client needs.  These include an advertising testing tool (RED Star), proposition 
testing (iDEATOR) and a Brand Evaluation tool (Brand I.D.).  We always look for 
the best way to meet all research needs.

Research only becomes valuable when our clients use it to implement change. 
All our recommendations are aimed at activation by providing a clear way 
forward.

We work with designers and editors to add creative edge to all presentations 
so they will be used and shared widely by clients internally to really maximise 
the insight generated. 

The better we know you, the better we can deliver what you need, quicker 
and more productively.  By doing all this we build long term, mutually 
beneficial relationships 
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Research Capabilities

/ Focus groups, Telescope groups, 
Workshops, Depth Interviews

/ RED Eye – online qualitative ‘quick poll’
/ Mobile phone ethnography 
/ Online groups and tasks
/ Online communities, forums, blogs
/ 8 senior moderators

Qualitative

/ 250 interviewers across ROI & NI

/ Best in class quality procedures

/ Significant CAPI capacity

/ In home, on street, hall tests, exit  and in 
store surveys

Face to Face Online

/ RED C Live
/ 38,000+ member panel
/ Recruited online & offline
/ Best profile in Ireland
/ Standard & Smartphone surveys

/ 30 station call centre in Dundalk
/ Confirmit software
/ B2B, NPS, Customer satisfaction, mystery 

shopping, churn research, catchment 
surveys and polling

CATI

/ 3 day telephone Omnibus Survey
/ Accuracy proven through polling
/ Runs every two weeks and interviews 1,000 

adults 18+
/ 50% landline 50% mobile RDD

RED Express

/ Online Omnibus Survey
/ Covering Ireland & UK
/ 1,000 adults 18+ per country

RED Line 
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RED C Products and Expertise

RED STAR
Ad Testing

iDEATOR
Proposition testing

BRAND I.D.
Brand evaluation

RED EYE
Quick qual feedback

SEGMENTATION
Needs based modelling

QUALITATIVE
Deep Understanding

ETHNOGRAPHY
Live and Mobile

RED ALERT
Sponsorship Evaluation 

RED STREET
Store evaluation

CONSULTANCY
Workshops

CONJOINT
Price evaluation

RED VoC
Voice of the Customer 

Programmes
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RED C - BRAND I.D.

RED 
STAR 
(Advertising 

Impact)

PRAM
(Drivers 
Analysis)

RED C developed the Brand I.D. framework 
for brand evaluation, based both on our 
experience of delivering successful brand 
and advertising evaluation with existing 
clients, and also our appreciation of Binet 
and Fields evaluation of what makes great 
advertising work.

Each of the Key Inputs to Brand ID covers a 
range of measures that are included in a 
weighted index and all input towards 
brand performance.

Brand I.D. can be tailored to meet the 
specific needs of each industry and brand.
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RED STAR

Rich portfolio of measures provides a 360-degree view of 
ad performance – recall, future desire, branding, 
advocacy, emotional valence, persuasion, advantage, 
distinctive, closeness, appeal.1
Focuses on what international studies say works, putting 
EMOTIONS at the heart of  what STAR measures - four of 
the six measures are emotional impact.2
Works for pre-, post- and tracking purposes – full 
integration across all tests and works multi-channel – TV, 
radio, press, outdoor, digital.3
Access to comprehensive benchmark database for 
advertising performance including financial/insurance 
sector benchmarks.4
Strong output clearly highlighting strengths & weaknesses 
of ads in competitive environment and combined with 
spend data.5

RED Star
Score

Affection

Advocacy

Emotional
Valence

Brand Impact

Rational

Emotional

Connection

Future Desire

Branding

Building on years of communications testing experience and rigorous analysis, RED C devised RED STAR
(Structured Test of Advertising Response).
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Ideator – Proposition testing

Alternative 
Positioning

Naming or 
Renaming 
Products

Packaging 
Design 

Applications

New Product 
Format

New Product 
Development 

(NPD)

iDeatorTM is RED C’s award- winning, cost-effective online quantitative tool, specifically designed to 
evaluate early-stage product propositions, allowing you to focus resources and effort on those 
which show clear potential for success.

Established track record with some of Ireland and the 
UK’s leading companies across a large range of sectors, all 
of whom have now adopted the tool as their standard 
approach for concept screening.1
Includes a number of elective category-specific questions 
and a set of 11 specific metrics that feed into concept 
assessment algorithms.2
The algorithms are then applied to create two key 
composite scores: Market Potential: An estimate of its 
likely commercial success. Concept Strength: An 
assessment of the strength of the concept’s positioning3

Benefits
/ Significant savings versus other concept screening tools
/ Flexibility –can include small/large numbers of concepts
/ Validation  - robust benchmarking against the norms of hundreds of previously tested concepts
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Best Practice Needs Segmentation

Survey of 
needs & 

behaviour

Value based 
modelling

Qual and 
Ethno deep 

dive

Bring tribes to 
life

Match back to 
database

RED C has developed a clear segmentation path based on best practice across markets, and implemented this for a variety of major brands. 

Statistically identify groups of people (segments) who have needs that 
clearly differentiate them from each other1
Identify how these groups look: demographically, attitudinally2
Conduct value based modelling across the segments in order to prioritise
the most valuable segments3
Deep dive target segments to fully immerse ourselves in their lives, identifying 
their needs, desires; truly understand who they are and how to talk to them.4
Bring each segment and their “core insight” to life across the business5
Devise rule-sets to allow you to append “segment” membership to your 
database, and golden questions for surveys moving forward.6
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RED C - Voice of the Customer
RED C provide a world class Voice of the Customer software solution for our clients in Ireland and the UK.

1.Real time updates of online dashboards

2.Ability to build bespoke reporting dashboards for various levels –
e.g. head office, regional managers, etc

3.Set up of monthly push reports that can be delivered to various level 
heads

4. Immediate customer recovery alert reports to be sent to relevant pre-
determined heads for immediate action

5.Option to allow customers to automatically push positive brand 
reviews into social media streams

We use industry standard 
Confirmit software to host and 

manage all surveys in our 
platform, and push data to real 

time online dashboards.
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RED C Conjoint
A powerful statistical technique that seeks to replicate real consumer behaviour, allowing 
sales forecasting and package optimisation

1. Conjoint from RED C provides a comprehensive tool to understand how consumers prioritise and 
trade-off between different product features. 

2. Based on actual consumer choice by presenting the respondents with a number of different, 
possible real-life scenarios where the respondents choose their preferred product out of a choice 
set of products at various price points. 

3. The conjoint model “learns” how consumers respond to various product and market scenarios 
and thus allows our clients to confidently predict resultant market performance in share, volume 
and revenue terms across your key business questions.

4. Conjoint analysis gives you the confidence to make accurate predictions on your key “What If?” 
scenarios by talking in your language.  

5. Our models translate findings in the relevant metrics that is commonly used in your business (e.g. 
Share, Volume, Value, Revenue, Profitability). 

Demand Curves

Market Simulator

Price Elasticity Modelling
Share/Volume impact of 

price movements
Level of retention when 

delisting products 

Cannibalisation when 
launching new products

Relative importance of 
product attributes

Optimal product creation 
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Ad Hoc Survey: Quantitative Evaluation Analysis Tools

“Heat Mapping” of Static Executions Eye Tracking Implicit Facial Coding for Video Executions

Free

To help understand likes and dislikes on pack, or 
written material.  Heat mapping makes clear where 
consumer attention is focused.

Eye tracking takes this to the next stage, by taking 
consumer control from where they suggest they 
are focusing, and monitoring this directly.

Facial coding helps us to better understand 
emotional response to stimulus, that again adds a 
another layer of understanding. 
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Behavioural Economics - Implicit Analysis

IMPLICIT analysis uses behaviour economics techniques 
to better understand consumers connections with 
brands, beyond the stated preferences.  

E.g. Consumers are measured to strength of connection 
with a brand based on time taken to endorse.

RED C have worked with best in class technology 
providers to provide clients with the ability to evaluate 
implicit (non-rational) reactions and evaluations to 
brands. 

By including a specific question in an online survey, we 
can understand how brands, or prodcuts are really 
perceived, above what the respondent tells us. 

RED C work closely with our partners House 51, 
to develop implicit testing techniques that go 
beyond stranded consumer stated response
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Qualitative Research

/ RED C strives to bring our clients the most 
up-to-date thinking and methodologies in 
qualitative research and our expertise spans 
all types of qualitative methodologies. 

/ Our team of qualitative researchers, many 
whom are who are dualists, are driven by a 
ruthless commitment to our clients, creativity 
and a natural curiosity to develop a deeper 
understanding of people and consumers in 
their daily lives.

/ We like to be flexible and creative in our 
approach, and make extensive use of 
projective and enabling techniques.

/ We encourage client involvement, watching 
groups and joining in groups.

Face-to-face 
focus groups

In-depth
discussions

Immersion 
sessions

Online 
communities

Ethnography

Online focus 
groups

Eye tracking & 
facial coding

RED Eye 

Standard focus groups of 6-
8 people to uncover insight 
on specific issues

Using a social platform to 
engage with consumers and 
track behaviour on a specific 
subject area

Hour long discussions either in-
person or by telephone with pre-
selected individuals.

Observing behaviour, body 
language and interactions either 
in-person or via CCTV / Go Pros 
or Vox Pops.

Facilitating client interaction 
with consumers. Includes in-
home visits, journey follows and 
speed dating.

Bringing together people from a 
variety of locations (national or 
international) into one focus 
group.

Monitor what the eyes sees and 
how facial expressions change 
when presented with stimulus 
material.

Super Fast online qual survey.  
Ask 5 open questions on a 
particular topic and get a full 
report within a few days.
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Reporting and Storytelling
Producing insight and foresight is crucial. RED C believe the way to do this is to tell stories that personalise data and bring it to 
life in an accessible way. All our debriefs deliver the following… 

/ Using this framework, our analysts interpret primary research data, connect it to other data sources and use their knowledge of the 
sector and best practice to tell a meaningful story that impacts business performance. 

/ Our Creative Services teams ensure these stories are delivered in engaging and sometimes surprising ways. Bringing the customer 
to life through video and dynamic infographics is just the beginning…

Feel more 
confident in 
making your 
business and 
investment 
decisions

Answer the 
questions your 
stakeholders 
want to know

Always place 
research in the 
bigger picture

Clarity: No 
doubt about 

what the story 
is and the 

implications

Always learn 
something new

Stories are 
memorable 

and facilitate 
action – They 

are worth 
repeating
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Deliverables
RED C is proud of the quality of our outputs, from clear data charting…...  Some examples are shown below

1

8
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Deliverables
Our graphic design team and creative outputs including animation and video.  Some examples are shown below

1

9

Bord Bia 
Gardening in Ireland Video

Musgrave
Segment Portal, and info cards

Bord Bia 
What Ireland Ate

Edward Dillon
Drinker Behaviour Infographic

EU Movement
EU Membership Infographic
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Video Reporting

Standard
Video Summary Debrief

This includes a top and tailed video summary 
de-brief, professionally filmed and edited, with 

cut away shots to charts if required.

The summary de-brief will be between 10 and 
15 minutes in length

RED C has a range of different video options for output, that are created and crafted internally, in combinations with our professional 
video partners.

Enhanced 
Video Summary Debrief

This provides all the same content as the 
standard output, but also includes specifically 
shot cut away footage based on the topic in 

question.  E.g. a chef, a butcher, shopping etc.  
To enhance the look and feel of the debrief.

The summary de-brief will be between 10 and 
15 minutes in length

Animated Infographic

This is an animated version of infographic type 
output.  Professionally designed and edited 
with music track to deliver the main findings 
that you might typically produce in a static 

infographic.

The animated infographic will typically be 
between 90 – 180 seconds in length
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RED C Clients

http://www.export-edge.com/imgs/hsa_logo.gif
http://images.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.1508.dk/db/filarkiv/1023/carlsberg.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.1508.dk/visNyhed.asp?artikelID=705&h=266&w=508&sz=29&hl=en&start=2&tbnid=k1gz3eZXRQUA1M:&tbnh=69&tbnw=131&prev=/images?q=Carlsberg&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
http://images.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.stpatrick.co.nz/e107_images/custom/bushmills_logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.stpatrick.co.nz/page.php?4&h=94&w=155&sz=7&hl=en&start=4&tbnid=88HFbvYvJabmJM:&tbnh=59&tbnw=97&prev=/images?q=bushmills+logo&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
http://images.google.ie/imgres?imgurl=http://www.euc2007.org/images/partners/powerade_logo.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.euc2007.org/html/tournament/partners.php&h=552&w=1984&sz=52&hl=en&start=8&tbnid=3-K39mGuL9AlaM:&tbnh=42&tbnw=150&prev=/images?q=Powerade+Logo&gbv=2&svnum=10&hl=en
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RED C Organisational Chart
Richard Colwell

CEO

Sinead Mooney
Managing 

Director

Michelle Lowry
Director

(Operations)

Janna Howard
Associate  

Director
(Operations)

Ausra 
Sniokaite
Accounts
Assistant

Joe Daly
Field 

Executive

Emer 
O’Carroll
Director

James 
Lordan

CATI centre
Manager

OPERATIONS

Conor 
Murphy
Director

Jimmy 
Larsen

Director

Nicole 
Reilly 
CATI 

Supervisor

Bryan 
Cox 

Director

Accounts 
Manager

Jean 
McCluskey

Ciara Clarke
Associate 
Director

Iarlaith 
Corcoran
Director

Rachel Gunn
Senior Research

Executive

Louise 
Dumbrell

Office 
Manager

Rachit Tibrewala
Research
Executive

RESEARCH

Carol Fanagan
Deputy MD

Brian Greene
Associate
Director

Jane Dunleavy
Senior Research

Executive

Claire English
Research
Executive

Stuart Flood
Field 

Executive

Ciara 
Reilly

Director

Mark Curley
Associate 
Director

Róisín 
O’Coineen

Research Project 
Manager

Sarah Elsami
Senior Research

Executive

Linda 
Lowry
Field 

Manager

Patricia 
Byrne

Quality 
Control

Alan Walsh
Finance
Director

Julie 
Colwell
Payroll

Deirdre 
Daly

Operations 
Assistant

Bronwyn 
Murphy-White

Graphic
Designer

Niall Callan
Operations 

Manager

Gyan Singh 
Thangjam

Research Analytics
Manager

Derek Bell
Research Project 

Manager

Colm O’Cleary
Research Project 

Manager

Ozlum Ergor
Research Project 

Manager

Louise Ward
Senior Field 

Executive

John Rogers
Senior Research

Executive

Ciaran 
Cussen
Deputy

DP Manager

Deidre  Finn
Senior DP 
Executive

Elizabeth 
Associate 
Director

Data Processing

Orna 
McSorley

CATI 
Supervisor

face to face
Interviewers

CATI 
Interviewers

Coding Team

Sorcha 
Moloney
Graphics
Assistant

Anne
Weadick

HR
Manager

Maddy O’Connell
Research
Executive
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Professional Accreditations

WIN is the largest association of  independent 
market research agencies and polling firms in 
the world – covering 89% of the World market 
and made up of 67 independent market 
research companies.  RED C holds a board 
member position in this organization.

Association of Qualitative 
Research Practitioners

Member and CodeCompliant

Board member of the 
Association of Irish Market 

Research Organisation. 
Our CEO Richard Colwell is 

current chairman.

Market Research Society in 
the UK.

Representing providers and 
users of market, social, and 

opinion research and 
business intelligence.

Member and former 
board member of the 
Marketing Society of 

Ireland.

The world organisation 
for enabling better 

research into markets, 
consumers and 

societies.
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Why work with us

Since launch in 2003, RED C has grown to an executive 
team of over thirty passionate researchers and analysts 
dedicated to delivering great service 1
Experience of running tracking and ad hoc research 
projects for major corporates means we understand the 
commercial reality 2
We work with the best technology providers in the 
business to ensure our data and insight is widely 
accessible and has the opportunity to travel3
Telling stories works better than sharing data – our 
reports and analysis take stakeholders on a journey and 
are always designed to meet their needs and 
requirements4
Project leads that are engaged in the brand and product 
category and want to help drive the businesses success5

Musgrave Group
RED C have worked with the Musgrave group for 
over 12 years delivering brand and shopper 
behaviour research in both tracking and ah hoc 
projects. 
Using research insights we have worked with 
Musgrave brands to deliver insight into shopper 
loyalty, advertising evaluation and 
improvement, store and product development, 
mission understanding, pricing and how to 
maximise share.

Three Mobile
RED C have been running Three brand tracking 
and customer satisfaction research for over 10 
years.  
The tracking projects have delivered clear 
direction on maximising the impact of 
communication to brand indices and drivers to 
satisfaction, and have been complimented with 
specific targeted projects including conjoint 
modelling, advertising evaluation, segmentation 
etc.  

Dublin Airport
RED C have been tracking passenger behaviour 
and in-airport shopping for Dublin Airport and 
Aer Rianta for 8 years, conducting 36,000 
interviews a year.  
We supplement this with deep dive projects on 
areas such as terminal development, car park 
pricing, seating, new products and service 
evaluation etc.

Irish Distillers Pernod Ricard
RED C have been tracking consumer behaviour, 
advertising and brand choice of alcohol in out of 
home and in home occasions for IDL for 7 years.  
As well as insight into share of throat behaviour, 
advertising impact, and brand war gaming; we 
also conduct specific projects on new product 
evaluation, pricing, ad development etc

We have extensive experience of really working long term with our partner 
clients, evidenced by the longevity of the contracts

We feel there are some real potential benefits to working with RED C

For all these and other brands we are trusted advisors at board level.




